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We investigate the existence of cyclic relative difference sets with parameters
((qd&1)(q&1), n, qd&1, qd&2(q&1)n), q any prime power. One can think of these
as ‘‘liftings’’ or ‘‘extensions’’ of the complements of Singer difference sets. When q is
odd or d is even, we find that relative difference sets with these parameters exist if
and only if n is a divisor of q&1. In case q is even and d is odd, relative difference
sets with these parameters exist if and only if n is a divisor of 2(q&1).  2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group of order mn and N a normal subgroup of G of
order n. A k-element subset D of G is called an (m, n, k, *)-relative dif-
ference set in G relative to N if every element in G"N has exactly *
representations r1r&12 (or r1&r2 if G is additive) with r1 , r2 # D and no
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non-identity element in N has such a representation. When n=1, D is an
(m, k, *)-difference set in the usual sense. A difference set or relative dif-
ference set is called cyclic if the group is cyclic. We refer the reader to
[7, 9] for the background on both difference sets and relative difference
sets. The following is a well-known result in the study of relative difference
sets.
Proposition 1.1 (Elliott and Butson [5]). Let D be an (m, n, k, *)-
relative difference set in G relative to N. If U is a normal subgroup of G of
order u contained in N and if \: G  GU is the natural epimorphism, then
\(D) is an (m, nu, k, *u)-relative difference set in GU relative to NU. In
particular, if U=N, then \(D) is an (m, k, *n)-difference set in GN.
In view of Proposition 1.1, we may think of relative difference sets as
‘‘liftings’’ or ‘‘extensions’’ of difference sets. Among difference sets which can
be lifted, the complements of Singer difference sets have attracted most of
the attention because of their relationship with finite projective geometry.
The parameters of the relative difference sets lifted from them are of the
form
(m, n, k, *)=\q
d&1
q&1
, n, qd&1,
qd&2(q&1)
n + , (1)
where q is a prime power. These parameters are called the classical
parameters in [9]. There are some known results on cyclic relative dif-
ference sets with these parameters:
Result 1. Let G be the multiplicative group of Fq d . If we regard Fq d as
a linear space over Fq , then an affine hyperplane in Fqd not through the
origin forms a cyclic ((qd&1)(q&1), q&1, qd&1, qd&2)-relative difference
set in G. For more details please consult [4, 5]. By Proposition 1.1, we
can then construct cyclic ((qd&1)(q&1), n, qd&1, qd&2(q&1)n)-relative
difference sets for all divisors n of q&1. Indeed, this family is one of
the earliest known families of relative difference sets; the difference sets
corresponding to n=1 and their complements are called Singer difference
sets [10].
Result 2. In [1], Arasu et al. gave a construction of cyclic ((qd&1)
(q&1), 2, qd&1, qd&2(q&1)2)-relative difference sets for odd d. When q is
even, the parameters of the relative difference sets constructed are new. In
the same paper, they also proved that if q and d are both even, then no
cyclic ((qd&1)(q&1), 2, qd&1, qd&2(q&1)2)-relative difference set exists.
By Result 1, we deduce that when both q and d are even, cyclic relative dif-
ference sets with parameters (1) exist if and only if n is a divisor of q&1.
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Result 3. By a computer search, Lam [8] found a (21, 6, 16, 2)-relative
difference set in a cyclic group of order 126. Note that q=4, d=3 and
n=2(q&1).
In view of the constructions above, Pott [9] asked if there exists an
(m, n, k, *)-relative difference set whose projection is a difference set with
parameters ((qd&1)(q&1), qd&1, qd&2(q&1)), where n{2 and n is not a
divisor of q&1 (see [9, Problem 7, p. 48]). In this paper, we give a com-
plete answer to his question for the case of cyclic relative difference sets. In
fact, we shall prove the following:
Theorem 1.2. Let q be a prime power. A cyclic relative difference set
with parameters (1) exists if and only if n is a divisor of q&1 when q is odd
or d is even; and n is a divisor of 2(q&1) when q is even and d is odd.
2. NONEXISTENCE RESULTS
In this section, we will prove two nonexistence results on relative dif-
ference sets. Using those results on cyclic relative difference sets with
parameters (1), we deduce that n must be a divisor of q&1 if q is odd; and
n must be a divisor of 2(q&1) if q is even. Together with Results 1 and 2
mentioned earlier, we easily deduce Theorem 1.2 in case q is odd or d is
even.
To facilitate the study of relative difference sets, we often represent a
relative difference set by an element in the group ring ZG. A subset D of
G is an (m, n, k, *)-relative difference set relative to N if and only if
DD(&1)=k+*(G&N).
Here, for any subset A of G, we denote the element g # A g in ZG by A,
and the set [g&1 | g # A] by A(&1). When G is abelian, one often uses
character values to characterize a relative difference set D. In fact, a k-ele-
ment subset D of an abelian group G is an (m, n, k, *)-relative difference set
relative to N if and only if for every nonprincipal character / of G,
/(D) /(D)={kk&*n
if / is nonprincipal on N
if / is principal on N.
Readers are referred to [9] for a more detailed discussion of this approach.
In the following, we denote the complex wth root of unity e2?iw by ‘w .
For y=g # G agg # CG where ag # C, we define y(t)=g # G aggt. First, we
recall a lemma from [3, Lemma 1]. Note that we have modified the lemma
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in [3] slightly by changing ‘v to ‘uw . The proof of our lemma is exactly the
same as in [3].
Lemma 2.1. Let G=(:)_H be an abelian group of exponent v=uw
where u=o(:), w=exp(H) and g.c.d.(u, w)=1. Suppose y # ZG, n is an
integer relatively prime to w and _ # Gal(Q(‘uw)Q) such that for every
character / of G satisfying /(:)=‘u ,
(i) /( y) /( y)=n; and
(ii) _ fixes every prime ideal divisor of /( y) Z[‘uw].
If _(‘uw)=‘tuw for some integer t, then
y(t)=\;y+ :
r
i=1
(:upi)x i , (2)
where ; # G, x1 , x2 , ..., xr # ZG and p1 , p2 , ..., pr are all prime divisors of u.
Furthermore, if u is even, then the sign in (2) can be chosen to be positive.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose G is an abelian group of order 4w, where w is odd
and w>1, such that the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is cyclic. Then there are no
(2w, 2, 2s, *) or (w, 4, 2s, *)-relative difference sets in G.
Proof. Assume there exists a relative difference set D in G with one of
the given parameter sets. Let t be an integer with t#&1 mod 4 and
t#1 mod w* where w*=exp(G)4. Let _ be the automorphism that maps
‘4w* to ‘ t4w* . As _ fixes every prime ideal divisor of 2Z[‘4w*] (see [9, Result
1.2.7]), we conclude from Lemma 2.1 that there exist x # ZG and :, ; # G
such that o(:)=2 and
D(t)=;D+(:) x.
Let \: G  G(:) be the natural epimorphism. Then \(D)=\(D(t))=
\(;) \(D)+2\(x) and hence
\(D)[1&\(;)]=2\(x).
Since |D & (:) #|1 for all # # G, the coefficients of \(D) are 0 and 1. So
we can only have \(x)=0. As /(\(D)){0 for all characters / of G(:) ,
we have /(\(;))=1 for all characters / of G(:) , i.e. \(;)=1. Thus
D(t)=D or :D. But |D & (:) #|1 for all # # G also. This forces D to be
a subset of H or aH where H is the subgroup of order 2w in G and a is
an element of order 4 in G. This is a contradiction. K
Theorem 2.3. Let p be an odd prime and let w>1 be an integer
relatively prime to p. Then there is no (w, p, ps, *)-relative difference set in
any abelian group of order wp.
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Proof. Assume there exists a (w, p, ps, *)-relative difference set D in an
abelian group G of order wp. Let t be an integer such that t#&1 mod p
and t#1 mod w* where w*=exp(G)p. Let _ be the automorphism that
maps ‘pw* to ‘ tpw* . Again, _ fixes every prime ideal divisor of pZ[‘pw*] (see
[9, Result 1.2.7]). As before, we conclude from Lemma 2.1 that we have
D(t)=\;D+(:) x,
where x # ZG and :, ; # G such that o(:)= p. Let \: G  G(:) be the
natural epimorphism. Then \(D)[1\(;)]= p\(x). By arguments similar
to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we obtain D(t)=:iD, for some integer i, and
this forces D to be contained in the subgroup of G of index p, a contradic-
tion. K
By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and Results 1 and 2 of Section 1, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Let q be a prime power.
(a) When q is odd or d is even, cyclic relative difference sets with
parameters (1) exist if and only if n is a divisor of q&1.
(b) When q is even and d is odd, no cyclic relative difference set with
parameters (1) exists if n is not a divisor of 2(q&1).
3. A CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. In view of
Corollary 2.4, we need only consider the case when q is even and d is odd.
By Proposition 1, it suffices to construct a cyclic ((qd&1)(q&1), 2(q&1),
qd&1, qd&22)-relative difference set. In particular, when q=4 and d=3 our
construction yields a cyclic (21, 6, 16, 2)-relative difference set as found by
Lam. Our strategy is to combine the affine hyperplane construction of
((qd&1)(q&1), q&1, qd&1, qd&2)-relative difference sets and the con-
struction of ((qd&1)(q&1), 2, qd&1, qd&2(q&1)2)-relative difference sets
in [1]. Our construction can be regarded as the affine analogue of the con-
struction in [1]. Our proof, like the one in [1], exploits an F2 -quadratic
form; but instead of a geometric argument we give here a very simple
algebraic argument based on the Hadamard transform.
In [1] the authors define a Waterloo decomposition of a (v, k, *)-dif-
ference set D in the group G to be a partition D=A+B with the property
that E=A&B satisfies EE (&1)=k in the group ring ZG; and they showed
that such a decomposition is equivalent to a (v, 2, k, *2)-relative difference
set R=A+B% in the group G=G _(%) relative to the subgroup (%) ,
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where % has order 2. By way of the regular representation of G such an ele-
ment E corresponds to a G-developed weighing matrix, which, when G is
cyclic, is a circulant weighing matrix, denoted CW( |G|, k). The reader
is invited to see [2] for a recent survey of these and more general perfect
ternary arrays. The notion of Waterloo decomposition has the following
natural extension to relative difference sets.
Theorem 3.1. The following are equivalent:
(I) An (m, n, k, *)-relative difference set R in G with respect to N
with a ‘‘Waterloo decomposition’’ R=A+B for which E=A&B satisfies
EE (&1)=k in the group ring ZG;
(II) An (m, 2n, k, *2)-relative difference set R=A+B% in G=
G _(%) relative to N=N _(%) , where % has order 2.
Proof. The relative difference set R in (II) is equivalent to the equation
in the group ring ZG
k+
*
2
(G&N)=RR(&1)=(A+B%)(A+B%) (&1)
=(AA(&1)+BB (&1))+(AB(&1)+BA(&1)) %
which is equivalent to the pair of equations in ZG:
(i) k+ *2 (G&N)=AA
(&1)+BB(&1);
(ii) *2 (G&N)=AB
(&1)+BA(&1).
Adding and subtracting these equations gives the equivalent pair
(i’) k+*(G&N)=(A+B)(A+B)(&1);
(ii’) k=(A&B)(A&B)(&1).
Since % is in the forbidden subgroup N=N _(%) , A and B are disjoint.
Thus A+B has coefficients in [0, 1] so corresponds to a subset of G; the
last pair of equations is now seen to be equivalent to (I). K
In light of this result and Result 1 of Section 1 it suffices to exhibit a
Waterloo decomposition of the classical affine difference set
T1=[x # Fqd : TrFq dFq(x)=1].
We shall prove the
Theorem 3.2. T1 has the Waterloo decomposition T1=A+B, where
[A, B]=[C0 , C1] and
C= [1+#q+#q
&1
: TrFqdF2(#
q+1+#)==].
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Proof. The following notation shall be used in the sequel. q is a power
of 2, F=Fq and K=Fqd , where d is odd. Note that in this case
1=(q+1, q&1)=(q+1, qd&1). For convenience we shall also denote the
trace function TrKF2 more simply by Tr. We define Q: K  F2 by
Q(x)=Tr(xq+1) for all x # K and we let Q denote the real-valued function
(&1)Q. Then for all : # K we have
qd$1, := :
x # K
(&1)Tr([:
q+1+1] x)
= :
x # K
(&1)Q(:x)+Q(x)
= :
x # K
Q(:x) Q(x)
= :
x # K
Q (:x) Q (x),
where, for any real-valued function F on K, F [ F denotes the orthogonal
Fourier (Hadamard) transform given by
F (;)=q&d2 :
x # K
F(x)(&1)Tr(;x) \; # K,
and the last equality above follows from Parseval’s theorem. Now Q (0)=0;
and for all ; # K, ;{0, we have
(Q (;))2=q&d :
x # K
(&1)Tr(x
q+1+;x) :
y # K
(&1)Tr( y
q+1+;y),
which, on replacement of y by x+ y and reversal of the order of summa-
tion, becomes
(Q (;))2=q&d :
y # K
(&1)Tr( y
q+1+;y) :
x # K
(&1)Tr(x
qy+xy q)
=q&d :
y # K
(&1)Tr( y
q+1+;y) :
x # K
(&1)Tr([ y
q2+ y] xq).
The inner sum is 0 unless y # Fq2 in which case it is qd. But, since d is odd,
y # K & Fq2 iff y # Fq ; and, for any such y, Tr( yq+1+;y) = Tr([1+;] y).
Thus,
(Q (;))2= :
y # F
(&1)Tr([1+;] y).
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But for y # F we have
Tr([1+;] y)=TrFF2(TrKF ([1+;] y))
=TrFF2([TrKF (1+;)] y)
=TrFF2([1+TrKF (;)] y),
the last equation a consequence of d = [K: F] being odd. Therefore
(Q (;))2= :
y # F
(&1)TrFF2([1+TrKF( ;)] y)
=q$1, TrKF (;) .
Thus, the [&1, 0, 1]-valued function E=q&12Q on K has support T1 and
satisfies the equation
qd&1$1, := :
x # K
E(:x) E(x) \: # K,
and, since E(0)=0, the equivalent equation
qd&1$1, := :
x # K_
E(:x) E(x) \: # K_.
But this last equation is equivalent to the equation EE (&1)=qd&1 in the
group ring ZK_ so that E defines the desired Waterloo decomposition of
T1 . Since d is odd 1 belongs to T1 ; and, by the additive Hilbert’s Satz 90,
we have that
T1=[1+#q
2
+# : # # K]=[1+#q+#q&1 : # # K].
Since Q (1+#q+#q&1)=(&1)Tr(#q+1+#) Q (1), it follows that the pieces A
and B in the Waterloo decomposition of T1 are given by
[A, B]=[C0 , C1], where C= [1+#q+#q
&1
: Tr(#q+1+#)==]. K
This also completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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